Fireside Chat
with Luis Perera-Aldama
“Accounting for a sustainable society“

24.04.2019 | 6:30 p.m.

at Festsaal im Rektorat | Mommsenstr. 11
Organised by School of Civil and Environmental Engineering of TU Dresden and UNU-FLORES
About

His views were included in the first study of the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) about sustainability. He is author of a value added statement model (“Fourth Financial Statement”, “Value Footprint”) in actual and consistent use for more than a decade by large multinational corporations in Latin America and other entities, as well he was the first audit partner signing a sustainability assurance report in Latin America in 2005.

We proudly welcome Luis Perera-Aldama, a retired Big Four Managing partner with working experience, acquainted to the practice and academia worlds, with extensive academic and business network, first hand experience in multicultural and multilingual settings to our first „Fireside Chat“ of TU Dresden, School of Civil and Environmental Engineering. This edition is organised in cooperation with UNU-FLORES.

We invite you – post docs, scientists, students of further semesters and anyone, who wants to see the bigger picture – to talk to the sustainability practice developer, who is closing the gap between practice and academia, shares his practitioner experience gained as a sustainability professional leader and will add an uncommon perspective to joint research and publication initiatives.

For better planning, please sign on until April 19, seats are limited: bereich.bu@tu-dresden.de
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